BAND OF THE HAWK

“IN THIS WORLD, SOME PEOPLE BORN ARE LIKE KEYS THAT MOVE THE WORLD AND EXIST HAVING NO CONNECTION TO THE SOCIAL HIERARCHY ESTABLISHED BY MAN.”

FOUNDER: GRIFFISU

MANGA DIVISION LEADER: GATSU
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>項目</th>
<th>頁碼</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>黒い剣士</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>焼印</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>欲望の守護天使（1）</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THAT'S GOOD...
I'VE GOT YOU NOWW, BOYY.

LOOKS LIKE I'VE GOT YOU.

IT IS FITTING THAT YOU SHOULD FALL TO HELL WHILE TASTING HEAVEN!!
QUIT STRUGGLING!! HOW'M I Supposed to HIT YOU IF YOU MOVE!!

I FEEL SORRY FOR THAT ELF

THERE'S NOTHING WE CAN DO

HEY!! I'M NEXT!!

NOT EVEN THE MAYOR CAN STAND AGAINST THE MEN FROM KOKA CASTLE IT'S BEST JUST TO NOT GET INVOLVED
I'm going to shut that mouth of yours. Don't struggle now!

What'll you do if I chew through these ropes myself?!
Fucker... who did this?!
GOOD. NOW WOULD YOU BE SO KIND AS TO RELAY A MESSAGE TO YOUR MASTER FOR ME?

WHAAAAAAT MIGHT THAAAAT BE ......... ?

THAD'S THAD'S RIICH .......

ANSWER ME.
TELL HIM THAT THE BLACK SWORDSMAN HAS COME.

THE BLACK SWORDSMAN...

THAT'S ALL.

BEHIND YOU!!
That thing was too big to be called a sword.
TOO BIG, TOO THICK, TOO HEAVY, AND TOO ROUGH, IT WAS MORE LIKE A LARGE HUNK OF IRON.

I'M COUNTING ON YOU.

AH, AH, WAIT! WAIT!!

WAIT, YOU JERK!!

AHHH, GEEEZ
IF YOU START SAVING SOMEONE.

YOU SHOULD FOLLOW THROUGH UNTIL THE END. WAIT UP!

BY THE WAY, THAT'S A REALLY AWESOME SWORD!

HOW MUCH DOES IT WEIGH?

I WAS TRAVELING WITH SOME PERFORMERS WHEN WE WERE ATTACKED BY THOSE NASTY ROBBERS!

SINCE THEN THEY KEPT ME IN A BIRDCAKE AND THEN MARINATED ME IN A WINE BOTTLE. IT'S A MIRACLE THAT I'M STILL ALIVE!

MY NAME'S PUCK. NICE TO MEET YOU!
I'd probably be a good idea for you to get out of here.

In return for losing their freedom, the people were promised that they wouldn't be attacked.

I've heard that this town has been attacked a bunch of times too, but now the mayor's made a deal.

But now it looks like they might be attacked again anyway.

If more of those jerks find you, they'll tear you to pieces.

They're also the soldiers around here—

They're not just robbers.

Ouch! What'd you do that for?!

Ahhh!!
WHAT'S YER PROBLEM!! WHAT KINDA ATTITUDE IS THAT WHEN I WAS BEING CONCERNED ABOUT YOU?!

I'LL MASH YOU.

DON'T TOUCH ME.

LOOK AT THAT.
YOU'RE SUCH A STUBBORN FELLOW!!

YOU SHIT

YOU ...

YOU COULDN'T MAKE SOME SORT OF NOISE, HA?

HOW ABOUT IT?

STOP!
BUT THIS LORD MAYOR!

THAT'S ENOUGH.

DOES THIS HEAD OF WEAPONS ALL BELONG TO THAT MAN THERE?

HE REALLY DOESN'T SEEM TO KNOW HIS BOUNDS.

YES, MAYBE HE'S PLANNING TO START A WAR BY HIMSELF?

ARE YOU A MERCENARY?
Because you killed those men.....

This town will most likely be destroyed!!

What was that?!!

Halt!!

You don't know how..... terrifying the master of those men is.....

 Stranger, you have ..... done something terrible.

Do you have any idea what you've done?

Are those soldiers standing near you so worthless?
There is no one capable of killing him...... no human could at least...

He... or rather it, is not human. It is something much more frightening. Perhaps even a creature of hell...

What do you know ?!

A wanderer like yourself couldn't........!!

I understand.

I see... so that's why you made that shady deal....
I know it very well.

I also know that you send food to him.

When I was passing through the entrance to the town.

I saw the carriage filled with women and children.

Aren't you confusing "this town" with "yourself"?

I... I am the mayor!!

It is my responsibility to protect this town!!
Hurt that man as much as you want, I don't give a damn....!!

Do it.....!!

Just don't kill him!!

I'll have to hand him over to the men from Koka castle later!!
G... GET MY CARRIAGE READY IMMEDIATELY...

I MUST GO STRAIGHT TO KOKA CASTLE TO BEG HIS FORGIVENESS...

THE BLACK SWORDS MAN, YOU SAY?

YES SIR!
HE ALSO DRESSES ENTIRELY IN BLACK AND HAS A MECHANICAL HAND. HE'S A VERY SUSPICIOUS-LOOKING FELLOW......

HE CARRIES A FEARSOME SWORD TALLER THAN HE IS. HE SLICED BEEN IN TWO WITH IT IN ONE STROKE...

HIM?

COULD IT BE...

THE TOWN MAYOR IS AT THE CASTLE GATE NOW. HE'S REQUESTING AN AUDIENCE WITH YOU REGARDING THE RECENT INCIDENT...

I SEE...

WHAT IS IT?

I HAVE SOMETHING TO REPORT...
IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE YOU LAST VISITED ME, MAYOR.

MY LORD, M COULDN'T ... WE JUST FORGET ABOUT THIS INCIDENT?

I'M UNAWARE OF THE EXACT CIRCUMSTANCES, AND IT WAS A WANDERING STRANGER WHO COMMITTED THE OFFENCE.

IT REALLY DOESN'T HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN.
ISN'T THAT RIGHT, MAYOR?

PERHAPS IT'S BECAUSE THIS TIME YOU HAVE YOUR OWN NECK TO WORRY ABOUT.

SO PLEASE ........!!

I'LL DOUBLE THE MONEY AND HOSTAGES SENT TO YOU!!

Eh?

YOU LOOK HAGGARD.

Hi...

WIIII!

!!0=

!
However, I would like to see humans running around in the midst of great flames.

Money... hostages, I don't care about such things.

I would like to hear the sounds of bones being crushed beneath the hooves of horses.

I don't need a reason...

Such things don't matter to me...
MY LORD!!

UNHAND ME I SAY!!

LET GO OF ME!!

WH WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!!

THE BLACK SWORDSMAN...
... CRAP.
MY BODY WON'T
MOVE.

... UGH!
... YOU AGAIN

ズ
ズ
STAY BACK!!

GLUB GLUB...

STAY BACK...

ZUR!!
WH... WHY did you start yelling suddenly?!

You scared me out of my wits!!

HAK!!

HAK!!

Heyyy, this water is kinda yellow.

...You're from that tavern...

DID THEY torture you? You look like you're in really bad shape.

Well now your troubles are OVER. GUT I've brought the guard's keys with me!
GOSH, JUST FROM LOOKING YOU OVER YOU LOOK LIKE ONE BIG INJURY!

THIS IS WHY YOU SHOULD'VE LISTENED TO MY ADVICE.

TO RETURN A GOOD DEED

IT'S AN ELF'S FIRM DUTY

DON'T EVER TOUCH ME...!

LET ME SEE WHAT I CAN DO.

NOW

DON'T TOUCH ME!!
Hey take a look at yourself! You're basically in a position to be ordering anyone around! Now just shut up and leave it to me!

Geez.

I'm not going to do anything bad to you.
ELVES HAVE MANY DIFFERENT POWERS.

THE PAIN IS DISAPPEARING...?

OF COURSE THE GUY WHO SAID THAT WAS THE LEADER OF THE PERFORMANCE TRUPE WHO HAD HIS HEAD CUT OFF BY THOSE EVILS.

WE CAN HEAL INJURIES, SENSE PEOPLE & FEELINGS, AND SOME EVEN SAY THAT WE HAVE THE POWER TO BRING ONE HAPPINESS.
What did you come to this town for?

It's OK...

If you don't want to answer...

Say, what's your name?

Gatti...

What is this thing on your neck that looks like a coat-of-arms?

Say.

What's that?
WHAT'D YOU DO THAT FOR ALL OF THE SUDDEN?!

THE BRAND...

IT'S THE BRAND.....

WHO GAVE IT TO YOU? HUH? HUH

WHY? WHY DO YOU HAVE IT?

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

TH-'THE BRAND'... WHAT'S THAT?

?
HE'S GOING TO COME HERE SOON TO KILL ME....

YOU TALK TOO MUCH.

AH...

YOU'LL SEE SOON ENOUGH.

...ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT THOSE GUYS FROM KOKA CASTLE?

AND TO BURN THIS TOWN TO THE GROUND.
YOU'RE PLANNING TO INVOLVE THE TOWNSPEOPLE IN THIS FOR YOUR OWN CONVENIENCE?

TH... THEN, YOU--

THAT'S NOT MY CONCERN

WHATSOEVER HAPPENS TO OTHER PEOPLE HAPPENS.

I'M ONLY INTERESTED IN DRAWING THAT BASTARD OUT AND KILLING HIM.
PEOPLE WHO GET CAUGHT UP IN OTHERS' BATTLES ARE FOOLS WHO LACK THE STRENGTH TO REALLY LIVE...

IF I CAN'T LIVE MY LIFE THE WAY I WANT THEN I MIGHT AS WELL BE...

E...EMOTIONS ARE FLOWING TOWARDS ME...

MY CHEST IS BURNING......!!
RAGE, SADNESS, FEAR.....!!

... NO, NOT JUST THAT.

THERE'S SO MUCH MIXED TOGETHER. IT'S DARK....... THE ROOT IS DEEPER, SOMEWHERE....

HA-HA-HA-HA...

WHAT ABOUT WHEN YOU SAVED ME?

.... THEN
OUCH!!

WHAT WAS THAT FOR, YOU LITTLE --?!

HAAAA...

STUPID, WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?!

WHY WOULD ANYONE BOTHER TO SAVE A LITTLE INSECT LIKE YOU?!

INSE...

!...
WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?

DAWN!

AH...
HEY!

WAIT!!
I've been waiting for this...

RG...

HAHA.
THIS IS AwFUL...
BURN IT ALL!!
KEEP GOING!!

...... AH. THAT ONE... ISN'T HUMAN?!
NGAH!!

EHH...
HMMH!

WH... WHAT KIND OF CROSSBOW IS THAT...... ?!

AAH!!
HE... HE'S SO STRONG!

HAAH.
... Are you so called "Black Swordsman" who has been hunting us apostles...?
I don't know what you expect to accomplish.

As a human, you have no hope of defeating me.

I laugh at the mere idea of it!!
HE DID IT...

MY LORD!!

*HXY...*
IT'S FUTILE...

NO MATTER HOW MANY ARROWS YOU FIRE AT ME............

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR A HUMAN TO KILL ME!!
I'M GOING TO EAT YOU, BOYY!!

IT'S...... IT'S A MONSTERRR
Hey Gatts!!
Look in front of you in front!!
What are you doing?!!
Wahyaa!!!
HOO... STILL ALIVE?

BUT THIS IS THE END FOR YOU!!

A NORMAL HUMAN WOULD HAVE HAD ALL HIS INSIDES CRUSHED ON THE FIRST IMPACT.
HUMANS ARE SUCH DELICATE CREATURES...

GATTS...!!

FOOD SHOULD BEHAVE LIKE FOOD AND.....

?!

FOOD FOR THE SAKE OF OUR GROWTH

ALL YOU'RE GOOD FOR IS FOOD.
DON'T DIE YET.

GEHHHH, IT'S STILL ALIVE

HEY!!

I THOUGHT YOU SAID IT DIDN'T MATTER HOW MANY TIMES I SHOT AT YOU?

HII... STOP, STOP PLEASE!!

IT MUST BE TOUGH. IT'S TAKING A WHILE FOR YOU TO DIE...
WHY DON'T YOU TASTE A LITTLE OF THE PAIN TOO.

BUT NO MATTER HOW WEAK WE ARE, NO MATTER HOW MUCH WE'RE TORMENTED OR TRAMPLED UPON, NOW MATTER HOW MUCH PAIN WE FEEL, WE STILL WANT TO LIVE

STOP

GYAA AAA

IT'S TRUE WHAT YOU SAY. HUMANS ARE WEAK, AND WE DIE EASILY.
TH...THAT'S "THE SACRIFICIAL BRAND"...!

WH ..... WHO ARE YOU .....?

YOU ....!!

WHERE ARE THE FIVE MEMBERS OF "GOD HAND"?

"GOD HAND".

IT'S NO PLACE THAT I DON'T KNOW...!! I DONT KNOW WHERE AS I IS PERMITTED TO ENTER ........

HYEE ....!!

TH... THAT IS ....!!
ENJOY YOUR SLOW DEATH.

I THINK I'LL LET YOU BURN.

IT... IT'S TRUE......

GUA AAH!
HELP M...!!

I DON'T WANT TO DIE...!!

W... WAIT PLEASE...!!

WAIT......!!

H....

Ah...!!
BERSERK...
YOU CANNOT ESCAPE US
The Brand
THANKS MISTER!
GATTS

YOU.

HEY, HOW ARE YOU DOING?
WHAT HAPPENED? WERE YOU ATTACKED BY A PACK OF WOLVES? OH NO! YOUR INJURIES FROM BEFORE HAVE OPENED UP AGAIN.

IT SEEMS LIKE EVERYTIME I SEE YOU YOU'RE A COMPLETE MESS. WANT ME TO HEAL YOU AGAIN?

MY NAME IS FLICK, TRY TO REMEMBER. WHY ARE YOU HERE?

LIKE A "MONSTER" OR SOMETHING. SHOULD AN ELF BE SAYING SOMETHING LIKE THAT?

IT'S SOMETHING I'VE ONLY HEARD ABOUT IN MYTHS OR EPIC POETRY, BUT YOU'RE THE REAL THING!

YOU SEEM PRETTY INTERESTING. AHHH, WELL.
WHA.. WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA?! BWA!!

I FEEL LIKE IF I HANG AROUND YOU'LL GET TO SEE A LOT OF THINGS.

GLUB.

I DON'T LIKE YOU ELVES MUCH.

SORRY, BUT I DON'T FEEL LIKE KEEPING A PET.

WHO ASKED YOU TO MAKE ME YOUR PET?

I'LL TELL YOU STRAIGHT OUT.
IT IRRITATES ME TO WATCH WEAK PEOPLE.

I FEEL LIKE I WANT TO WRING THEIR NECKS OR CRUSH THEM.

WHY?

BECAUSE YOU'RE WEAK.

IT MAKES ME WANT TO SMASH THEM, SPLAT...

EVEN THOUGH THEY CAN'T DO ANYTHING, THEY HANG AROUND OTHERS BUZZING LIKE FLIES.
You idiot!
IT CAN'T BE MUCH FUN WALKING IN THIS RAIN.
WANT A RIDE?
I'm not good with people.

There's no need to be polite another person in the wagon won't make any difference for us.

No thanks.

Haha, it's better than catching a cold isn't it?

I'm saying this for your sake.
BY EVIL SPIRITS.

I'M BEING PURSUED...

WELL THEN, THERE'S NOTHING FOR YOU TO WORRY ABOUT. GOD IS WITH ME. BESIDES, WE ALSO HAVE A LUCKY SPIRIT HERE TOO.

WAAAAHH... THAT'S THE FIRST TIME I'VE HEARD THAT ONE.

SPIRIT?
HOP ON, HOP ON

IT'S NOT MY CONCERN WHAT HAPPENS TO OTHER PEOPLE

WHY NOT?
SO I DON'T WANT TO HEAR ANY COMPLAINTS FROM YOU.
I WAS HERE FIRST.

WHAT?
UM

SOME OF
THE WINE
WE BROUGHT
FROM HOME
IT MIGHT
WARM YOU
UP

IF YOU'D
LIKE YOU
COULD
HAVE

AH, ME
TOO! ME
TOO!

HEEHEE!
Hey now, try not to scare my daughter too much.

By the way...

Such terrible wounds. What happened?

Mean you were serious?

Evil spirits are aptering before?

Is that thing behind you — a sword?
When I first saw you I thought you looked like a mercenary.

Isn't that right?

I guess you could call it that.

But that thing is big enough to cut a horse.

I'm sure he's done that before.

Violence only reaps more violence.

Can't say I'm impressed by someone making their living through killing other people.

Huh, I guess you could say that.

Oh geez! This is why I don't like priests.

Come now don't say that.
IF HE HAD LIVED, HE COULD HAVE HAD A FAMILY AND HOME OF HIS OWN.

MY NEPHEW ALSO DECIDED TO LIVE HIS LIFE BY THE SWORD, AND LEFT HOME IN ORDER TO DO SO.

HOW FOOLISH IT IS TO THROW ONE'S LIFE AWAY WITHOUT EVER KNOWING THAT KIND OF HAPPINESS.

FIVE YEARS AGO HE WAS KILLED ON A BATTLEFIELD, JUST ANOTHER NAMELESS SOLDIER.

AND WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT?
I think he was fortunate.

No matter what happened, he died doing what he wanted, right?

And it's better to die in the glory of a battle.

Of course one day your life has to end.
SORRY, BUT WOULD YOU LET ME SLEEP FOR A BIT?

YOU THINK I MIGHT GET CATCH A COLD!
YOU CANNOT ESCAPE US.
You cannot escape us.
WA AAH

BWA AAH

WHAT'S THE MATTER?!

WHY - WHAT THE HELL IS THAT!
AN EVIL SPIRIT THAT GIVES PEOPLE NIGHTMARES THEN FEEDS ON THE "FEAR" THAT RESULTS

IT'S AN "INCUBUS"!

AN EVIL SPIRIT...? THEN WHAT YOU SAID EARLIER WAS....

BUT WHY DID IT?

SO YOU BELIEVE IN GOD, BUT NOT EVIL SPIRITS?

THEY WON'T EVEN GIVE ME A CHANCE TO SLEEP, EH?
THE BRAND SUMMONS THEM TO FIND ME

IT'S BECAUSE OF THIS
IN OTHER WORDS, THEIR MUST BE SOME CORPSES AROUND HERE THAT GAVE BIRTH TO IT.

INCUBI ARE BORN FROM HATRED MIXING WITH THE SPILLED BLOOD AND FLUIDS OF DEAD HUMANS.
THE EVIL SPIRITS WILL USE THOSE TO ATTACK ME.

WOAH!! WOAH!!

KYA!!
YOU IDIOT! I TOLD YOU NOT TO COME OUT!!

BLIT!!

ACHT!!

AGH!!

YOU IDIOT! I TOLD YOU NOT TO COME OUT!!
AHH...

Looks like this is the remains of a battlefield!!
IT'S POINTLESS. THEY'RE ALREADY DEAD, SO YOU CAN'T KILL THEM!!

WE BETTER RUN AWAY!!

IF YOU WANT TO LEAVE THEN BE MY GUEST.

WHY ARE YOU STAYING?

THIS IS HOW IT ALWAYS IS.

THERE'S TOO MANY OF THEM. YOU BE KILLED FOR SURE, RIGHT?!

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE!!
IT DOESN'T MATTER TO HIM WHETHER THE ENEMY IS ALIVE OR DEAD...

HII...

UWAAAHH

...AH

ARE YOU ALRIGHT, OLD MAN?!!
UWAAAH! GATTS!!

SHUT UP!! I'M BUSY NOW....!!
OOGH...?!

WATCH OUT....!!

WOOH HUH...!!
IT SEEMS TO BE OVER.
YOUR FAULT....

...IT'S NOT....

HAHA-HAHA-HA...!

HEHE... YEAH, THAT'S RIGHT.

YOU GOT IT EXACTLY.
DIDN'T I TELL YOU? PEOPLE WHO PERISH IN OTHER'S BATTLES ARE WORMS.

IF ONE CAN'T LIVE THEIR LIFE THE WAY THEY WANT, THEY MIGHT AS WELL DIE.

THAT'S ALL THERE IS TO IT.

THOSE TWO DIDN'T HAVE THE POWER TO PROTECT THEMSELVES FROM THE DESTRUCTION THAT I BROUGHT.

I Couldn't even walk around.

IF I HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THE ANTS I CRUSH BENEATH MY FEET,
WE'RE ALWAYS AROUND YOU...
DO YOU WANT TO ESCAPE?
NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO,
WE'LL BE THERE.

IT'S FUTILE.
YOU CANNOT ESCAPE.

HEE HEE HEE

YOUR BLOOD, YOUR FLESH,
YOUR BONES...

YOU BELONG TO US.
YOU ARE OURS.

WE'RE ALWAYS WATCHING YOU.

HA HA HA...
SHUT UP!!

No matter where you are, you belong to us.

Your anger, your sadness, your pain...

You cannot escape us.

As long as you have that brand...

They all belong to us....!!

Your fear too....!!
IT'S A LIE!!

FOR SUCH CRIMES WE NOW CONDEMN HER TO DEATH.

THE COMMITTEE AGAINST HERESY FINDS THE DEFENDANT GUILTY OF FORMING TIES WITH DEMONS.

THE JUDGEMENT.
THE EXECUTION IS COMPLETED WITHOUT PROBLEMS.

EXCELLENCY

GOOD WORK, SALL.

IT MIGHT BE OVERDONE A LITTLE....

BUT THIS WAS THE FIFTH PERSON THIS MONTH...

UNDER THE CHARGE OF HERESY.

I DON'T CARE, I CONTINUE TO APPREHEND ANYONE WHO LOOKS SUSPICIOUS.

AT THIS RATE, YOU MAY BE REPRIMANDED BY THE HIGHER AUTHORITIES...
As their ruler, I must protect them from sinister forces. This is all for the sake of my people.

Yes, sire.

A peaceful life for my people is my hope, my joy.

I won't allow anyone to interfere with that.
ANYONE WHO CONSORTS WITH HERETICS WILL BE STRICK DOWN! CHILDREN ARE NO EXCEPTION!!

HEY YOU.
YOU INSOLENT BASTARD!!
THIS ....!

THIS SYMBOL IS .......!
WHO ARE YOU?!
WHO WAS THAT?

WHAT ARE YOU ALL DOING?! GO AFTER HIM!!

INTERESTING.

THE BLACK SWORDS MAN...

I TAKE IT THAT WAS A DECLARATION OF WAR.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ORDERS HANDED DOWN FROM THE COMMITTEE AGAINST HERESY, YOU ARE TO BE ARRESTED FOR SYMPATHIZING WITH HERETICS.
IF YOU RESIST, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR LIFE!!
Don't be intimidated, get him!

Too big, too thick, too heavy, and too rough...

That thing is more like a large block of iron.

What the hell is that sword?
HE'S A MONSTER!!
IT CUTS THROUGH ARMED SOLDIERS AS IF THEY WERE NOTHING!!
WH- WHAT A SWORD!!
UWAAH
HII...

[Image of battle scene]
WATCH OUT GATTS!! ABOVE YOU!!

MY MY EYES!!
SEE SEE I SAVED YOU, DIDN'T I? DIDN'T I!

YOU YOU'RE STILL HERE?
NOW YOU OWE ME ONE!
HEY, THAT WAS!!

IT'S ZOHN DARK!!

CA CAPTAIN!!

THERE YOU GO.

AAAH!!
IT'S A PRETTY BIG SWORD LITTLE BOY

KINDA BIG... HE'S...
THAT'S AN IMPRESSIVE SWORD YOU'VE GOT THERE

YOU WON'T MIND IF I TEST IT WITH MY PICK-AXE, RIGHT?!
WHAT'S WRONG? THERE'S NOWHERE LEFT TO BACK INTO.
ALL IT IS EXTRA WEIGHT!!

WHY DON'T YOU MAKE A MOVE? IF YOU CAN'T EVEN WIELD THAT SWORD!
CA... CAPTAIN!

I COULDN'T AGREE WITH YOU MORE.

AGA AGA

AGH... HEGH!!
CAPTAIN JOHN DARK...!!

YOU... YOU SCUM!!
GATT'S

THIS'LL NEVER END

DAMN

!
WH... WHAT THE?!

THIS WAY, HURRY!!

EEEK!! SHMOKES!!

LUGH ""

OVER HERE!
AH, WAIT FOR ME!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING? HURRY!!

HE'S STILL HERE!

WHERE IS HE? AROUND HERE!

DON'T LET HIM GET AWAY!

FIND HIM!

KILL HIM...

KILL HIM!!!
This place is creepy...
BECAUSE THEY NEVER KNOW WHEN THEY MIGHT BE ACCUSED OF HERESY.

EVERYONE IS ON ALERT.

HERE IT IS.

THE PEOPLE OF THIS TOWN HAVE ALL SUFFERED FROM TERROR.

IT'S NOT ONLY OUTSIDERS THEY FEAR. IT'S ALSO NEIGHBORS, FRIENDS, EVEN BLOOD RELATIVES.
AREN'T YOU WORRIED THAT YOU'LL BE ACCUSED OF ENGAGING IN BLACK ARTS?

QUITE A COLLECTION YOU HAVE HERE.

HERE. IT'S NOTHING SO SPECTACULAR. JUST AN ORDINARY DOCTOR'S ODDS AND ENDS.

I SAW YOU AT THE EXECUTION TODAY.

HE HEHE...

WHO ARE YOU? WHY HAVE YOU BROUGHT ME HERE?
DO YOU BEAR SOME SORT OF GRUDGE AGAINST THE COUNT?

IS IT REVENGE, PERHAPS?

I'M THE ONE ASKING QUESTIONS AROUND HERE.
ARE YOU ALRIGHT, MISTER?

THAT'S TERRIBLE!! YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO KICK HIM OVER!!

I WANT YOU TO KILL HIM FOR ME.

HE

HEHE

I DIDN'T WANT YOU TO BE CAPTURED BACK THERE, BECAUSE
I WANT YOU TO TEAR HIM TO PIECES...

THAT DEMON ......!!!
HE'S A MONSTER ...

HE SHAVED AND CUT AWAY AT ME... CONSUMING MY FLESH...!

BEHOLD... THESE LEGS... THIS FACE......!!

HE - HEHE, I KNOW IT'S A DIFFICULT STORY TO BELIEVE...
RATHER I KNOW WHAT HE IS......

I BELIEVE IT

HEE, HEEHEE
THERE'S SOMETHING I WANT TO SHOW YOU.

ANYWAY IT'S PROBABLY GONNA BE SOMETHING GRUESOME AGAIN.

A HIDDEN DOOR.
IT'S THE THING.

THIS IS
...BEHELIIT...

欲望の守護天使(1) おわり
BERSERK